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Target Application and Platform
• A scientific workflow
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Target Application and Platform
• A scientific workflow • A batch-scheduled cluster 

with some workload

compute nodes

queue
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Target Objective and Assumptions

• Objective: 

• Minimize the makespan


• Time between first job submission and last job completion


• Assumptions: 

• Workflow is static with known task dependency structure


• Task execution times are known and include I/O and computation


• Each task executes on exactly one dedicated compute node


• Batch scheduler imposes a per-user limit on the number of running jobs
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Scheduling Strategy

• We need to answer two key questions


• Q1: How should workflow tasks be partitioned into batch jobs?


• Q2: When should the batch jobs be submitted?


• Answers to these questions define a workflow scheduling strategy


• There are two obvious baseline strategies…
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Two Baseline Strategies
• One-Job: 

• How to group tasks? 


• All of them in one batch job


• When to submit the job? 


• Now
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Two Baseline Strategies
• One-Job: 

• How to group tasks? 


• All of them in one batch job


• When to submit the job? 


• Now

High wait time

(Poor resource utilization)

• One-Task-Per-Job: 

• How to group tasks? 


• Each task in its own job


• When to submit the job? 


• Whenever parent jobs are done
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Two Baseline Strategies
• One-Job: 

• How to group tasks? 


• All of them in one batch job


• When to submit the job? 


• Now

High wait time

(Poor resource utilization)

Cascading wait times

Throttled by per-user job cap

• One-Task-Per-Job: 

• How to group tasks? 


• Each task in its own job


• When to submit the job? 


• Whenever parent jobs are done
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Anything in between?

• One-Job and One-Task-Per-Job are two extreme options


• Is there anything in between?


• A natural option that seems common in practice is Level-by-Level


• Group all tasks in the same level (i.e., same top-level) in a single job


•  Submit a level whenever the previous level has completed 


• It is not clear whether this option is a good compromise between the two 
extremes (it likely depends on the workflow, and on the workload)


• [Zhang’09] proposed one approach to solve this problem (ZHANG)
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Outline

• Introduction 

• The ZHANG approach

• Evaluation of ZHANG

• An alternate approach: GLUME

• Evaluation of GLUME

• Future work
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The Zhang Approach (Q1)

• Q1: How should workflow tasks be partitioned into batch jobs? 

• Submit sets of contiguous levels as single jobs


• Ask for as many nodes as the maximum level width


• Pick the number of levels in each jobs based on:


• Imperfect wait time estimate provided by the batch scheduler


• Based on current state of the queue


• Expected run time (based on critical path)


• Let’s see this on a picture…
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The Zhang Approach (Q1)
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The Zhang Approach (Q1) • Wait = 18h

• Run = 10h

• Ratio = 18/10 = 1.8

If Ratio > 2, then give

up and default to 

One-Job-Per-Task

Job
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The Zhang Approach (Q1)

• Wait = 2h

• Run = 2h

• Ratio = 2/2 = 1.0

• Wait = 18h

• Run = 10h

• Ratio = 18/10 = 1.8

Job
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The Zhang Approach (Q1)

• Wait = 2h

• Run = 2h

• Ratio = 2/2 = 1.0
• Wait = 3h

• Run = 6h

• Ratio = 1/2 = 0.5

• Wait = 18h

• Run = 10h

• Ratio = 18/10 = 1.8

Job
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The Zhang Approach (Q1)

• Wait = 2h

• Run = 2h

• Ratio = 2/2 = 1.0 
• Wait = 3h

• Run = 6h

• Ratio = 1/2 = 0.5

• Wait = 4.5 h

• Run = 7.5 h

• Ratio = 4.6/7.5 = 0.6 

• Wait = 18h

• Run = 10h

• Ratio = 18/10 = 1.8

Increase

Job
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The Zhang Approach (Q1)

• Wait = 2h

• Run = 2h

• Ratio = 2/2 = 1.0 
• Wait = 3h

• Run = 6h

• Ratio = 1/2 = 0.5

• Wait = 4.5 h

• Run = 7.5 h

• Ratio = 4.6/7.5 = 0.6 

• Wait = 18h

• Run = 10h

• Ratio = 18/10 = 1.8

Submit this job
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The Zhang Approach (Q2)
• Q2: When should the batch jobs submitted?  

• Submit the next job right when the previous job starts running 

• So as to aggressively overlap wait time with run timeGLUME: Scheduling Workflows on Batch-Scheduled Platforms 7

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 time

makespan

Wait
Run
Leeway

Job #1

Job #2

Job #3

Job #4

1

Fig. 1: Example workflow execution with 4 batch jobs using Zhang.

5.2 Evaluation Results

We compare Zhang to three baseline competitors: OneJobPerTask, One-
Job, and LevelByLevel. OneJobPerTask submits each task as a single job.
OneJob submits the entire workflow as a single job. To determine the number
of nodes to request, OneJob exhaustively considers all possibilities (from 1 to
the maximum parallelism of the workflow or the maximum number of nodes in
the platform, whichever is smaller). For each, it estimates the workflow run time
(using list-scheduling for scheduling tasks on nodes) and obtains an estimate
of the wait time. It then submits the workflow as a single job, requesting the
number of nodes that leads to the shortest (estimated) makespan. This strat-
egy is not considered as a competitor in [28]. Instead, the authors consider a
version that always requests the maximum number of nodes. It is thus a much
weaker competitor than OneJob since requesting fewer nodes typically achieves
a better trade-o↵ between wait time and run time. Finally, LevelByLevel is a
standard approach that submits each workflow level as a single job [9, 18]. This
strategy was not considered as a competitor in [28]. Like OneJob, it determines
the best number of nodes for each job based on wait time estimates. The job for
a level is submitted only after the job for the previous level has completed. Fi-
nally, the results in [28] are only for wait times, while we instead consider overall
makespan (which includes wait time) since this is the main metric of interest to
users. Given all the above, it is not straightforward to make a direct comparison
between the results hereafter and those in [28].

We simulate the execution of the ⇤-250-⇤ workflow configurations for the
KTH batch workload for our 289 di↵erent submission times, assuming accurate
requested job run times (see Section 4.2). We set the cap on the number of run-
ning workflow jobs to 128, which, for these workflow configurations, means that
OneJobPerTask is never limited. For each workflow submission we compute
the percentage improvement in workflow makespan achieved by OneJobPer-
Task, OneJob, and LevelByLevel relative to Zhang. Positive values thus
correspond to cases in which Zhang is outperformed by a baseline competitor.
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Experimental Methodology
• 36 workflow configurations


• Montage, Epigenomics, Sipht, Cybershake


• 50, 250, 500 tasks


• Work of 100h (short), 500h (medium), 1000h (long)


• Workload traces from the Parallel Workload Archive


• kth, sdsc, hpcn, ctc


• Replayed with conservative backfilling


• Simulator


• WRENCH/SimGrid + Batsched


• ~400 different workflow submit times for each workflow configuration
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Scheduling Algorithms

• ZHANG 


• Including many fixes and enhancements


• In particular: jobs can request any number of nodes and the best number is 
picked based on wait time estimates


• Level-by-Level


• Using wait time estimates to pick the best number of nodes


• One-Job


• Using wait time estimates to pick the best number of nodes


• One-Job-Per-Task
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ZHANG when job cap = 128 (kth)

Beats 

ZHANG

Loses to 

ZHANG
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ZHANG when job cap = 16 (kth)
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ZHANG when job cap = 16 (kth)

Beats 

ZHANG

Loses to 

ZHANG

Often much worse 
than ZHANG 
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ZHANG when job cap = 16 (kth)

Beats 

ZHANG

Loses to 

ZHANG

Often equivalent to or 
better than ZHANG 
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ZHANG when job cap = 16 (kth)

Beats 

ZHANG

Loses to 

ZHANG

Sometimes worse 
sometimes better than 

ZHANG 
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Take-Away

• These were just one set of results (for one workload, and two job cap limits)


• When looking at all results the message is consistent:


• ZHANG is not a clear winner over the baselines


• When the job cap is low, then One-Job does relatively well


• When the job cap is high, then One-Task-Per-Job does relatively well


• Level-by-Level is likely not a great approach


• Question: is it possible for a non-baseline algorithm to do well consistently? 


• One weakness of ZHANG is that it does not optimize for the makespan


• Instead, it does local optimization of the wait time / run time ratio
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Outline

• Introduction 

• The ZHANG approach

• Evaluation of ZHANG

• An alternate approach: GLUME

• Evaluation of GLUME

• Future work
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GLUME
• Like ZHANG, submit contiguous workflow levels as jobs


• Unlike Zhang, GLUME never defaults to One-Job-Per-Task


• GLUME computes the best 2-job schedule based on makespan 
estimates


• It then submits the 1st job, and repeats


• Let’s see this on an example…
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GLUME
• Say we have a workflow with 10 levels to run on a cluster with 16 nodes

• We are to use two jobs, J1 and J2

• Here is one option: J1 for 4 levels on 6 nodes, J2 for 6 levels on 10 nodes

time

J1

Wait time estimate 
obtained from the 
batch scheduler
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GLUME
• Say we have a workflow with 10 levels to run on a cluster with 16 nodes
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GLUME
• Say we have a workflow with 10 levels to run on a cluster with 16 nodes

• We are to use two jobs, J1 and J2

• Here is one option: J1 for 4 levels on 6 nodes, J2 for 6 levels on 10 nodes

time

J1

J2
Wait time estimate obtained 

from the batch scheduler  
NOW even though J2 would 
be submitted in the future
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GLUME
• Say we have a workflow with 10 levels to run on a cluster with 16 nodes
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GLUME
• Say we have a workflow with 10 levels to run on a cluster with 16 nodes

• We are to use two jobs, J1 and J2

• Here is one option: J1 for 4 levels on 6 nodes, J2 for 6 levels on 10 nodes

time

J1

J2

Estimated Makespan
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GLUME
• Say we have a workflow with 10 levels to run on a cluster with 16 nodes

• We are to use two jobs, J1 and J2

• Another option: J1 for 6 levels on 10 nodes, J2 for 4 levels on 6 nodes

time

J1

J2

Estimated Makespan

leeway
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GLUME
• Say we have a workflow with 10 levels to run on a cluster with 16 nodes

• We are to use two jobs, J1 and J2

• Yet another option: J1 for 1 levels on 1 nodes, J2 for 9 levels on 16 nodes

time

J1

J2

Estimated Makespan
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GLUME
• GLUME exhaustively looks at all options, and picks the option 

that has the lowest expected makespan


• GLUME then submits J1, and forgets about J2


• Whenever J1 starts, invoke GLUME again on the remaining 
levels


• A workflow with n levels could be executed with as many as n 
jobs
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Results: kth (job cap = 16)
• Most results are similar


• But there is one workflow 
(sdsc) for which GLUME 
does not perform well


• We were not able to 
determine the cause of this 
poor performance


• Let’s look at aggregate 
results…
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Aggregate Results: W/L records

16 E. Hataishi et al.

Table 2: Wins/losses of GLUME against competitors, aggregated for each work-
low computational demand, assuming accurate (left) and real (right) requested
job run times.

Workflow works

short medium long

OneJobPerTask 18/19 27/8 37/0

LevelByLevel 21/10 33/1 34/0

OneJob 17/6 17/1 9/0

Zhang 13/20 10/11 14/0

workload, which can negatively impact GLUME. This said, in the HPC2N and
CTC workloads jobs request on average 4h27m and 3h56m more than needed,
respectively. And yet, results with those workloads are consistent with those
obtained with the KTH workload. There is thus some feature of the SDSC
workload, which we were not able to pinpoint, that makes wait time estimates
less accurate, which in turns penalizes GLUME. Although Zhang also uses
wait time estimates, in these results it often defaults to OneJobPerTask, and
is thus less impacted by inaccurate wait time estimates.

7.2 Overall Results

Table 2 summarizes results across all four workloads and 36 workflow configu-
rations, assuming accurate (left hand-side) and real (right-hand side) requested
job run times in the workloads. Each cell in the table shows the number of wins
and losses of GLUME vs. one of its competitors for a given workflow compu-
tational demand (short, medium, and long). Each cell aggregates results over
48 experimental scenarios (4 workloads, 4 workflow types, 3 workflow sizes in
number of tasks). Boldface is used for cells in which GLUME records more wins
than losses. We define a “win”, resp. “loss”, as an average makespan decrease,
resp. increase, by more than 5% when compared to a competitor. Otherwise, we
declare a draw. Without this threshold, the table would include many wins and
losses for cases in which two competitors achieve results that would make little
di↵erence to end users. We pick 5% arbitrarily, but note that di↵erent values
(say between 1% and 10%) lead to similar conclusions from the results.

Let us first consider the left-hand side of the table, i.e., assume that requested
job run times in the workloads are accurate. GLUME outperforms Level-
ByLevel across the board, which was already noted in the previous section.
GLUME clearly outperforms OneJobPerTask for medium and long work-
flows, but as expected does not fare as well for short workflows. GLUME out-
performs OneJob as well, although not as drastically as it does LevelByLevel
and OneJobPerTask. Finally, GLUME outperforms Zhang for medium and
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Aggregate Results: W/L records

16 E. Hataishi et al.

Table 2: Wins/losses of GLUME against competitors, aggregated for each work-
low computational demand, assuming accurate (left) and real (right) requested
job run times.

Workflow works

short medium long

OneJobPerTask 18/19 27/8 37/0

LevelByLevel 21/10 33/1 34/0

OneJob 17/6 17/1 9/0

Zhang 13/20 10/11 14/0

workload, which can negatively impact GLUME. This said, in the HPC2N and
CTC workloads jobs request on average 4h27m and 3h56m more than needed,
respectively. And yet, results with those workloads are consistent with those
obtained with the KTH workload. There is thus some feature of the SDSC
workload, which we were not able to pinpoint, that makes wait time estimates
less accurate, which in turns penalizes GLUME. Although Zhang also uses
wait time estimates, in these results it often defaults to OneJobPerTask, and
is thus less impacted by inaccurate wait time estimates.

7.2 Overall Results

Table 2 summarizes results across all four workloads and 36 workflow configu-
rations, assuming accurate (left hand-side) and real (right-hand side) requested
job run times in the workloads. Each cell in the table shows the number of wins
and losses of GLUME vs. one of its competitors for a given workflow compu-
tational demand (short, medium, and long). Each cell aggregates results over
48 experimental scenarios (4 workloads, 4 workflow types, 3 workflow sizes in
number of tasks). Boldface is used for cells in which GLUME records more wins
than losses. We define a “win”, resp. “loss”, as an average makespan decrease,
resp. increase, by more than 5% when compared to a competitor. Otherwise, we
declare a draw. Without this threshold, the table would include many wins and
losses for cases in which two competitors achieve results that would make little
di↵erence to end users. We pick 5% arbitrarily, but note that di↵erent values
(say between 1% and 10%) lead to similar conclusions from the results.

Let us first consider the left-hand side of the table, i.e., assume that requested
job run times in the workloads are accurate. GLUME outperforms Level-
ByLevel across the board, which was already noted in the previous section.
GLUME clearly outperforms OneJobPerTask for medium and long work-
flows, but as expected does not fare as well for short workflows. GLUME out-
performs OneJob as well, although not as drastically as it does LevelByLevel
and OneJobPerTask. Finally, GLUME outperforms Zhang for medium and

How to read this table: 

For “medium” workflows, 
GLUME wins over 
LevelByLevel 33 times and 
loses 1 times. There are 2 
ties (we have 36 workflow 
configurations)  

Ties are defined as "within 
5% of each other” 
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Table 2: Wins/losses of GLUME against competitors, aggregated for each work-
low computational demand, assuming accurate (left) and real (right) requested
job run times.

Workflow works

short medium long

OneJobPerTask 18/19 27/8 37/0

LevelByLevel 21/10 33/1 34/0

OneJob 17/6 17/1 9/0
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workload, which can negatively impact GLUME. This said, in the HPC2N and
CTC workloads jobs request on average 4h27m and 3h56m more than needed,
respectively. And yet, results with those workloads are consistent with those
obtained with the KTH workload. There is thus some feature of the SDSC
workload, which we were not able to pinpoint, that makes wait time estimates
less accurate, which in turns penalizes GLUME. Although Zhang also uses
wait time estimates, in these results it often defaults to OneJobPerTask, and
is thus less impacted by inaccurate wait time estimates.

7.2 Overall Results

Table 2 summarizes results across all four workloads and 36 workflow configu-
rations, assuming accurate (left hand-side) and real (right-hand side) requested
job run times in the workloads. Each cell in the table shows the number of wins
and losses of GLUME vs. one of its competitors for a given workflow compu-
tational demand (short, medium, and long). Each cell aggregates results over
48 experimental scenarios (4 workloads, 4 workflow types, 3 workflow sizes in
number of tasks). Boldface is used for cells in which GLUME records more wins
than losses. We define a “win”, resp. “loss”, as an average makespan decrease,
resp. increase, by more than 5% when compared to a competitor. Otherwise, we
declare a draw. Without this threshold, the table would include many wins and
losses for cases in which two competitors achieve results that would make little
di↵erence to end users. We pick 5% arbitrarily, but note that di↵erent values
(say between 1% and 10%) lead to similar conclusions from the results.

Let us first consider the left-hand side of the table, i.e., assume that requested
job run times in the workloads are accurate. GLUME outperforms Level-
ByLevel across the board, which was already noted in the previous section.
GLUME clearly outperforms OneJobPerTask for medium and long work-
flows, but as expected does not fare as well for short workflows. GLUME out-
performs OneJob as well, although not as drastically as it does LevelByLevel
and OneJobPerTask. Finally, GLUME outperforms Zhang for medium and

GLUME always wins and 
never loses for “long” 
workflows GLUME always wins and 
never loses for “long” 
workflows GLUME always wins and 
never loses for “long” 
workflows 

GLUME often wins and 
never loses for “long” 
workflows
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Table 2: Wins/losses of GLUME against competitors, aggregated for each work-
low computational demand, assuming accurate (left) and real (right) requested
job run times.

Workflow works
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OneJobPerTask 18/19 27/8 37/0

LevelByLevel 21/10 33/1 34/0
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workload, which can negatively impact GLUME. This said, in the HPC2N and
CTC workloads jobs request on average 4h27m and 3h56m more than needed,
respectively. And yet, results with those workloads are consistent with those
obtained with the KTH workload. There is thus some feature of the SDSC
workload, which we were not able to pinpoint, that makes wait time estimates
less accurate, which in turns penalizes GLUME. Although Zhang also uses
wait time estimates, in these results it often defaults to OneJobPerTask, and
is thus less impacted by inaccurate wait time estimates.

7.2 Overall Results

Table 2 summarizes results across all four workloads and 36 workflow configu-
rations, assuming accurate (left hand-side) and real (right-hand side) requested
job run times in the workloads. Each cell in the table shows the number of wins
and losses of GLUME vs. one of its competitors for a given workflow compu-
tational demand (short, medium, and long). Each cell aggregates results over
48 experimental scenarios (4 workloads, 4 workflow types, 3 workflow sizes in
number of tasks). Boldface is used for cells in which GLUME records more wins
than losses. We define a “win”, resp. “loss”, as an average makespan decrease,
resp. increase, by more than 5% when compared to a competitor. Otherwise, we
declare a draw. Without this threshold, the table would include many wins and
losses for cases in which two competitors achieve results that would make little
di↵erence to end users. We pick 5% arbitrarily, but note that di↵erent values
(say between 1% and 10%) lead to similar conclusions from the results.

Let us first consider the left-hand side of the table, i.e., assume that requested
job run times in the workloads are accurate. GLUME outperforms Level-
ByLevel across the board, which was already noted in the previous section.
GLUME clearly outperforms OneJobPerTask for medium and long work-
flows, but as expected does not fare as well for short workflows. GLUME out-
performs OneJob as well, although not as drastically as it does LevelByLevel
and OneJobPerTask. Finally, GLUME outperforms Zhang for medium and

GLUME mostly wins for 
“medium” workflows 

Against ZHANG is loses 11 
times! 10 of these times are 
for the sdsc workload 
 

GLUME mostly wins for 
“medium” workflows 

Against ZHANG is loses 11 
times! 10 of these times are 
for the sdsc workload 
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Table 2: Wins/losses of GLUME against competitors, aggregated for each work-
low computational demand, assuming accurate (left) and real (right) requested
job run times.

Workflow works

short medium long

OneJobPerTask 18/19 27/8 37/0

LevelByLevel 21/10 33/1 34/0
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workload, which can negatively impact GLUME. This said, in the HPC2N and
CTC workloads jobs request on average 4h27m and 3h56m more than needed,
respectively. And yet, results with those workloads are consistent with those
obtained with the KTH workload. There is thus some feature of the SDSC
workload, which we were not able to pinpoint, that makes wait time estimates
less accurate, which in turns penalizes GLUME. Although Zhang also uses
wait time estimates, in these results it often defaults to OneJobPerTask, and
is thus less impacted by inaccurate wait time estimates.

7.2 Overall Results

Table 2 summarizes results across all four workloads and 36 workflow configu-
rations, assuming accurate (left hand-side) and real (right-hand side) requested
job run times in the workloads. Each cell in the table shows the number of wins
and losses of GLUME vs. one of its competitors for a given workflow compu-
tational demand (short, medium, and long). Each cell aggregates results over
48 experimental scenarios (4 workloads, 4 workflow types, 3 workflow sizes in
number of tasks). Boldface is used for cells in which GLUME records more wins
than losses. We define a “win”, resp. “loss”, as an average makespan decrease,
resp. increase, by more than 5% when compared to a competitor. Otherwise, we
declare a draw. Without this threshold, the table would include many wins and
losses for cases in which two competitors achieve results that would make little
di↵erence to end users. We pick 5% arbitrarily, but note that di↵erent values
(say between 1% and 10%) lead to similar conclusions from the results.

Let us first consider the left-hand side of the table, i.e., assume that requested
job run times in the workloads are accurate. GLUME outperforms Level-
ByLevel across the board, which was already noted in the previous section.
GLUME clearly outperforms OneJobPerTask for medium and long work-
flows, but as expected does not fare as well for short workflows. GLUME out-
performs OneJob as well, although not as drastically as it does LevelByLevel
and OneJobPerTask. Finally, GLUME outperforms Zhang for medium and

For short workflows, For short workflows, 

For short workflows, 
GLUME beats OneJob and 
LevelByLevel 

For short workflows, 
GLUME beats OneJob and 
LevelByLevel 

But it does not do well 
when compared to 
OneJobPerTask or Zhang 

For these short workflows, 
OneJobPerTask works very 
well due to backfilling

Aggregate Results: W/L records
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Result Summary

• GLUME beats its competitors provided workflow computational 
demands are high enough


• The way in which it partitions workflow levels into jobs allows it to 
consistently outperform the One-Job approach (unlike ZHANG)


• For short workflows, it’s difficult to beat One-Job-Per-Task

• ZHANG often defaults to One-Job-Per-Task

• By design GLUME never does (so that it is never throttled by the job 

cap)

• Our “medium” workflows are for only 500 hours of compute time

• Production workflows on HPC platforms are typically much longer, in 

fact much longer than our “long” workflows
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Future Work

• Allow GLUME to default to One-Job-Per-Task for “short” workflows?


• Will need to develop a heuristic (the ZHANG heuristic seems very arbitrary)


• Besides the makespan, a key metric is resource utilization


• Easy to enhance the algorithms to ensure that each job’s resource 
utilization is above a user-provided parallel efficiency threshold


• Unclear how this will change relative algorithm results


• If workflows are very wide, then even a single level is an enormous job


• Likely need to allow “vertical” partitioning of the workflow
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Any Questions?

http://wrench-project.org http://simgrid.org

Thank you for scheduling my talk in the last session 
It’s just sooooo challenging living in Hawai`i


